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Student Thesaurus
This thesaurus has been written to encourage users to
find new or alternative words quickly and easily, and to
build writing skills and vocabulary.
Lists a wide range of synonyms, antonyms, and related
words in a clear format to help middle and high school
students meet new challenges as writers.
The Australian Student's Oxford Thesaurus is the ideal
resource to help Secondary students expand their
vocabulary. This revised edition now has coloured
headwords, and contains over 150,000 similar and
related words. This durable hardback contains example
phrases which show students how a word is used in a
sentence, building their wordpower, and also features
usage notes to help students overcome difficult and
frequently misused words.
The Macmillan Australian Student Thesaurus is a
comprehensive reference tool for students aged from 10
to 15 years. It has been specifically written as an aid for
Australian students as they explore our language and
develop their own language skills.The Macmillan
Australian Student Thesaurus is a companion volume to
the Macmillan Australian Student Dictionary. While the
dictionary provides definitions, the thesaurus provides
lists of similar words (synonyms) which aid students in
finding ways to express themselves better in a variety of
written or spoken contexts.Features of the Macmillan
Australian Student Thesaurus: more than 7400 entries,
with more than 50,000 synonymswords with opposite
meanings (antonyms)up-to-date vocabularyexample
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sentences and phraseslists of specific examples of
general categoriesvocabulary extension a quick find
indexFind us online at www.panmacmillan.com.au
With new synonyms and real-life examples, the Oxford
Student's Thesaurus is the ideal companion to the new
edition of the Oxford Student's Dictionary. With panels
on overused words and extra topic vocabulary, it is
packed with writing support for exam-taking students.
Includes a new supplementto give students confidence
with language when writing longer essay questions as
well as how to make answers succinct and clear. Also
includes tips on what you can do to make a difference
when checking through the exam paper.
The "American Heritage(r) Essential Student Thesaurus,
Fourth Edition" is completely revised and updated, with
more than 300 entries and 1,200 synonyms. Each entry
clearly describes subtle distinctions among synonyms.
Sample phrases, sentences, or quotations accompany
every synonym to show use in context. This handy,
affordable thesaurus helps students express themselves
with clarity, style, and imagination. "
Includes listings for more than 9,000 of the most
commonly used words in the English language. Arranged
in an easy-to-use A-to-Z format, this thesaurus includes
words carefully selected for junior and senior high school
students, making it far more accessible than references
designed for adults.

A new jacket on the award-winning thesaurus for
students in grades 7-10, providing burgeoning
writers with 70,000 synonyms shown in contexts
students can relate to, as well as clear sample
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sentences showing typical usage
Includes more than 43,000 synonyms, antonyms,
and contrasted and related words.
The ultimate tool for students! Tired of using the
same few phrases in all your presentations? Can't
find the right expression to begin your college
admissions essay? Stuck with a drab, uninspiring
conclusion at the end of your research paper?
Roget's Thesaurus of Words for Students will help
you find the perfect words and phrases for any
writing assignment. Unlike other titles that simply list
related terms for each entry, this volume offers a
pronunciation guide, definition, and a sample
sentence for every word you look up, as well as for
each of the synonyms under that entry. It also
features hundreds of useful terms every student
should know, making it the most essential tool on
your desk when you're working on an essay or
presentation. With Roget's Thesaurus of Words for
Students at your side, you'll impress your teachers
and advance straight to the head of the class!
Provides synonyms and antonyms for over 5000
words listed in alphabetical order.
Second edition of a thesaurus for Australian
secondary school students, originally published in
1991 as a companion to 'The Australian Student's
Dictionary'. Arrangement is alphabetical. Presents
150,000 synonyms and includes cross-references.
This edition has been revised and expanded to
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include more entries, synonyms and examples of
use, and the inclusion of other words related to the
headword. Appendix is a guide to weights and
measures. Produced by the Australian National
Dictionary Centre.
Scholastic Student ThesaurusScholastic Reference
-Three-hole punched to fit into a standard 3-ring
binder -Over 100,000 words, including synonym
studies and lists of antonyms -Includes a guide for
writers
"The Macmillan Australian Student Thesaurus is an
easy-to-use reference tool. It provides lists of
synonyms to help students express themselves
better in writing and speech. It contains more than
7000 entries with over 50,000 synonyms, example
sentences and more.
This thesaurus for the elementary school student
features illustrative sentences, phrases from other
cultures, idioms, and exercises for improving writing
skills.
Provides synonyms and antonyms for thousands of
English words.
Our best-selling elementary level dictionary and
thesaurus are now available as a shrink-wrapped
set. Revised and updated, this set is the perfect
companion for class work and homework. Features
of these books Webster's Dictionary for Students,
Special Encyclopedic Edition, Fifth Edition [[37,000
definitions and many special sections. [[This North
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American edition features Canadian words and
spellings Webster's Thesaurus for Students, Third
Edition [[122,000 synonyms, antonyms and related
words with entries alphabetically arranged [[Set sells
for less than books purchased individually
The Simon & Schuster Thesaurus for Children
provides students with the tools they need to build
their vocabulary, improve their writing skills, and
express themselves more accurately and precisely.
The thesaurus is packed with information that
encourages children to expand their knowledge of
the English language. With over 800 main entries
and 5,000 synonyms, the Simon & Schuster
Thesaurus for Children helps young writers make
correct word choices and avoid repetition. It
stimulates children's creativity and gives them a new
understanding of the complex resources of
language. SOME SIMON & SCHUSTER
THESAURUS FOR CHILDREN HIGHLIGHTS: •
More than 800 entries and 5,000 synonyms • Entries
that give parts of speech, definitions, and example
sentences • Easy-to-use cross-references • A
complete index of all the synonyms, antonyms,
phrases, and idioms • Special word banks that
contain additional word choices • Unique word alerts
that warn of possible problems in grammar or word
use • Common phrases and idioms Synonyms that
include definitions and one or more example
sentences
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This is a fresh new look for the 2007 edition of the
Oxford Student's Thesaurus. Each entry is in
alphabetical order, with its word class and a broad
range of imaginative synonyms with supporting
example sentences. The page design is clear and
straightforward; it features 50 useful tinted panels
that give an increased number of synonyms for
words that are often overused, for example good or
nice. There are also almost 90 topic panels that
focus on vocabulary connected to a subject, for
example, places of worship, communication,
entertainment or government.
A shrink-wrapped set including the 1994 editions of
The American Heritage(R) Student Dictionary and
The American Heritage(R) Student Thesaurus.
Whether your search is limited to a single database
or is as expansive as all of cyberspace, you won't
find the intended results unless you use the words
that work. Now in its second edition, Sara Knapp has
updated and expanded this invaluable resource.
Unlike any other thesaurus available, this popular
guide offers a wealth of natural language options in a
convenient, A-to-Z format. It's ideal for helping users
find the appropriate word or words for computer
searches in the humanities, social sciences, and
business. The second edition has added more than
9,000 entries to the first edition's extensive list. Now,
the Thesaurus contains almost 21,000 search
entries! New or expanded areas include broader
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coverage of business terms and humanitiesincluding arts literature, philosophy, religion, and
music.
An alphabetical listing of words with their synonyms
and antonyms.
Lists synonyms and antonyms for eight hundred
general entries and uses sentences to clarify
differences in meaning
Provides synonyms and antonyms for more than
seven thousand words listed in alphabetical order.
This portable thesaurus is designed for students in
middle and upper grades as well as adults learning
English as a second language. Includes detailed
synonym paragraphs, with more than 1,000
synonyms in all. [96p. 7 x 10]
This is the definitive thesaurus for middle school and
high school students. No other book at this level
offers as many synonyms, example sentences, or
features.
More than 200 alphabetically arranged entries give
synonyms, definitions, and parts of speech, with
example sentences for each synonym to distinguish
shades of meaning.
Provides more than 120,000 alphabetically-arranged
synonyms and antonyms.
An illustrated alphabetical list of words, their synonyms,
antonyms, and the shades of meaning between them.
Over 17,000 synonyms and opposites are explained
Alphabetical and topic index make it easy to find the word you
are looking for 16 study pages focus on different topics with
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exam-style exercises Unique topic maps bring together
subject-related vocabulary 9-page Trainer helps users make
the best use of the Thesaurus CD-ROM with complete
Thesaurus and over 250 practice games and activities
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